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Dear partner in conservation: 
In 2018, the breadth of work of the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
was tremendous, encompassing everything from upgrading campgrounds and 
infrastructure at our state parks, to habitat improvement projects benefitting a 
range of species, to fish stockings, to public education events across the state. 
It was expansive, taking place in every single one of Nebraska’s 93 counties. It was, as our work 
always is, critical to the health and vitality of Nebraska’s natural resources. 
In all that we did in 2018, we kept our eye on the horizon, which is as essential now as ever. 
The world of outdoor recreation is rapidly changing. Park visitors expect to find unique activities 
that are challenging, memorable and allow them to experience nature in a way they haven’t 
before. Campers want well-maintained campsites with modern and wide-ranging amenities. 
Hunters, both in Nebraska and nationally, are aging, and younger people are opting to hunt less 
often or not at all. In order to remain relevant, our agency must evolve. 
So we have. Our evolution in 2018 began with the unveiling of five major features completed as 
part of the Venture Parks Initiative, an unprecedented public-private partnership that reimagines 
what our state parks can be. The new features include glamping cabins, a treetop ropes course, 
a floating playground, two-tiered spray park and more. These features were immediately wildly 
popular with park guests. 
It was thrilling to see that this effort to appeal to a new audience – one younger and more urban 
– was successful. But Venture Parks are just one step in the journey of ensuring the continued 
relevance of outdoor recreation in Nebraska. 
For years, national participation in hunting and fishing has been in decline. The prevalence 
of hunting and fishing – and access to quality, public places to engage in these activities – is an 
important part of our identity as Nebraskans. Additionally, participation in hunting and fishing is 
critical to the health of our state’s fish and wildlife populations. The sale of hunting permits and 
stamps funds conservation efforts, which means that continued participation in these activities is 
essential to our ability to complete projects and research that benefit wildlife and wild places.
In May of 2018, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission hosted the first ever national summit 
on declining participation in hunting and fishing, which drew hundreds of participants from across 
the nation. We also piloted several innovative programs to make hunting more accessible to 
college students. We greatly increased the amount of land enrolled in our Open Fields and Waters 
program, which offers financial incentives to landowners who open their land to public walk-in 
access for hunting and fishing. We have much more work to do to recruit, reactivate and retain our 
hunters and anglers, but seeking out thoughtful, innovative and ultimately effective ways to do so 
will remain a priority in 2019 and beyond. 
The world of outdoor recreation will continue to change rapidly. We will continue to look to 
the future and to anticipate the needs and desires of hunters, anglers and park visitors. We will 
strive to be flexible, creative and forward-thinking. While our challenges will change over time, 
one thing will remain constant: Our commitment to conserving our fish, wildlife, park and outdoor 
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FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
A VISION FOR TOMORROW
Stewardship of the state’s fish, wildlife, park and outdoor recreation resources in the best 
long-term interests of the public and those resources is the mission of the Nebraska Game and 
Parks Commission. 
In 2018, the Nebraska Game and Parks commissioners approved a five-year strategic plan to 
guide the agency in achieving this mission. The plan, titled Focus on the Future, outlines the 
agency’s core values and provides guiding principles. It also identifies goals, strategic directions 
and desired outcomes in areas including:  
•  Policy
•  Preservation of natural resources
•  Management of outdoor recreation opportunities
•  Cultivation of public understanding of the natural and cultural resources
•  Investment in professional development for staff
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ECONOMIC IMPACT
Outdoor recreation contributes greatly to our quality of life in the United States and right 
here in Nebraska. Nationally, the annual economic impact generated by outdoor recreation is 
$1.6 trillion. In Nebraska, the annual economic impact of hunting, fishing, wildlife viewing and 
state park visitation is $2.64 billion. 
GAME AND PARKS AT A GLANCE
BY THE NUMBERS
Nebraska’s state park system is made up of 79 areas encompassing 106,873 acres. The state 
park system includes: 
•  8 state parks, comprising 31,496 acres
• 59 state recreation areas, comprising 68,734 acres
• 10 state historical parks, comprising 2,497 acres
• 2 state recreation trails, comprising 4,144 acres and 324 miles.
Additionally, wildlife management areas, as well as private lands enrolled in the Open Fields 
and Waters program, offer walk-in access for hunting, fishing and trapping. 
•  Lands enrolled in Open Fields and Waters: 316,952 land acres, 659 water/wetland acres, 
and 42 rivers miles
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COMMUNICATIONS AND 
OUTREACH
ince the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission launched its 
first website back in the 1990s, we have been committed to 
using technology to reach stakeholders all across the state. In 
2018, social media – particularly Facebook, Instagram, Twitter 
and YouTube – played a big role. We used these channels to share 
information about hunting seasons, fishing opportunities, outdoor 
tutorials, park events, wildlife viewing opportunities, photography tips, 
and updates to regulations and orders. Video, especially, proved to be a 
valuable tool. We introduced many of our new Venture Parks features 
through videos and produced video tours of some of our most popular 
state parks. 
In 2018, Game and Parks also reached customers through video live-
streams. We hosted several Facebook Live events in which the public 
could ask biologists questions about fishing and other activities. We 
also live-streamed a big game meeting on YouTube, so hunters and 
landowners who wanted to attend but couldn’t make the drive had the 
opportunity to ask questions of our big game managers. 
We also reached out to customers through more traditional means. 
Over the course of the year, we hosted public meetings, sent hundreds 
of news releases and held workshops, day camps and other events 
to help the public develop a range of outdoor skills. These activities, 
combined with our online presence, allowed us to reach thousands of 
Nebraskans in 2018:
•  Outdoor Discovery Programs: 5,478 
•  Hunter Education: more than 9,000 
•  Fort Kearny Expo: 3,000 
•  National Archery in the Schools Program: 35,000
•  Becoming an Outdoors-Woman: 476
•  Mentored Hunts: 750
•  Facebook: 106,000
•  Instagram: 18,000
•  Twitter: 23,000
This section includes summaries of other ways – both innovative and 
tried-and-true – that Nebraska Game and Parks worked to instill the 
public with an understanding of conservation and Nebraska’s unique 
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R3 TASK FORCE SEEKS TO RECRUIT, 
RETAIN AND REACTIVATE HUNTERS 
AND ANGLERS
In 2017, representatives from the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
began meeting with partners from Cabela’s, the National Wild Turkey 
Federation, Pheasants Forever and other outdoor organizations in order to 
recruit, retain and reactivate hunters and anglers in Nebraska. 
This group, the R3 Task Force, strives to better understand the motives of 
hunters and anglers – as well as their barriers to participation. In 2018, the R3 
Task Force released a series of videos aimed at inspiring seasoned hunters to 
take someone new into the field. The videos, which were shared on Facebook, 
were viewed thousands of times. 
The R3 task force also worked to develop several new programs for collegiate 
hunters. 
COMMISSION PRIORITIZES 
RECRUITMENT, RETENTION AND 
REACTIVATION (R3) OF HUNTERS 
AND ANGLERS
In 2018, more than 325 individuals, including representatives from 40 state 
fish and wildlife agencies and various non-profit and industry partners, met for 
the first National R3 Symposium in Lincoln. 
The symposium provided a venue for state fish and wildlife agencies, outdoor 
retailers, and others with an interest in the continued success of hunting, fishing 
and shooting sports to share and compare data, discuss obstacles and share 
success stories and plan for the future success of these activities. 
The continued success of hunting and shooting sports is crucial to 
conservation management in the United States. Habitat work and other 
conservation efforts are funded by hunters and anglers, through the sale of 
hunting and fishing permits, and excise taxes on hunting and fishing equipment. 
Hunter numbers have declined over the past few decades, and in order for the 
current model of conservation funding to remain healthy, this trend must be 
reversed. 
On the second day of the symposium, the Council to Advance Hunting and 
the Shooting Sports (CAHSS), Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 
Archery Trade Association, National Shooting Sports Foundation and the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service signed a Memorandum of Understanding signaling 
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COLLEGIATE HUNTING PROGRAMS 
PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR YOUNG 
HUNTERS
Research has shown that many young hunters stop hunting when they head 
off to college. While more research is necessary to understand exactly why 
this is, some students stop hunting in college because they don’t know of other 
collegiate hunters. For others, hunting falls by the wayside because their small 
dorm rooms don’t provide enough storage for blinds and other gear. 
In 2018, Game and Parks worked with college students and partner 
organizations to create convenient opportunities for college students. The 
Collegiate Sportspersons Council was formed in order to advocate for young 
hunters and to recognize barriers to participation in hunting and shooting sports 
among college students. The group met for the first time in fall of 2018. 
Additionally, a new video campaign was developed to remind students at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln that it’s easy to continue hunting in college. At 
the same time, Game and Parks worked with UNL Campus Recreation to set up a 
new hunting equipment rental program that allows students to check out blinds 
and decoys for a few dollars. The equipment was purchased with a grant from 
the National Wild Turkey Federation and the Cabela’s Outdoors Fund. Currently, 
equipment rental is limited to UNL students.
COMMISSION CUSTOMER RESEARCH 
YIELDS INSIGHTS
For the past several years, Nebraska Game and Parks has worked with 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln on a customer research effort to better 
understand the purchasing behaviors of customers. This research also allows 
UNL and Game and Parks staff to identify both growth opportunities and items 
of concern through purchasing patterns of those who buy hunting, fishing and 
state parks permits. 
Throughout the summer of 2018, agency staff met with UNL researchers to 
better understand project data. Eventually, this data will be used to help ensure 
we are meeting the needs of our customers, for customer outreach and to form a 
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BILINGUAL FAMILY FISHING 
EVENTS NEW IN 2018
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission was awarded a Vamos a 
Pescar grant by the Recreational Boating and Fishing Foundation for 
the first time in 2018. These grants allow fish and game agencies to 
reach out to Spanish speaking audiences. 
Game and Parks provided equipment, bait and fishing instruction in 
English and Spanish at 10 events throughout the summer. Additionally, 
recreational boating was provided at Fishing Fiesta, a special event 
at Lake Wanahoo that commemorated Latino Conservation Week. 
Seventeen informational sessions about enjoying the outdoors 
responsibly also were given in the Lincoln and Omaha metro areas at 
Hispanic centers and community gatherings. Through social media 
and other promotional campaigns, more than 90 posts were made 
on a variety of pages.  In all, the grant helped Game and Parks reach 
1,282 people. The agency’s work making community connections 
with the Latino/immigrant communities was its most significant 
accomplishment.
CABELA’S FISHING SUPPLIES 
PROGRAM MAKES IT EASY TO 
GET STARTED
In an attempt to help new anglers obtain the basic equipment they 
need, Cabela’s and Game and Parks partnered on the New Angler 
Experience Pilot. Five endcap displays were created at the La Vista store 
with new anglers in mind. These showcased affordable quality fishing 
gear, educational graphics, and informational brochures and activity 
suggestions. Family Fishing Event participants interested in acquiring 
fishing equipment were encouraged to visit the store. As a motivation, 
a coupon for a free tackle box was supplied to the lead parent of each 
Family Fishing Event group during Lincoln and Omaha area events. One 
hundred tackle boxes were given to those visiting the La Vista Cabela’s, 
which meant that 24 percent of those receiving coupons at Family 
Fishing Events ultimately visited the store and display.
ONLINE BOATER EDUCATION 
HELPS BOATERS STAY SAFE
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission’s online boater education 
course, which became available in 2017, has generated much interest. 
Of the 3,046 students who successfully completed boater education in 
2018, 2,271 used the online version and 775 took the classroom course. 
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TROUT IN THE CLASSROOM 
PARTICIPATION GROWS 
Beginning in the 2014-2015 school year, the Nebraska Game and Parks 
Commission began facilitating the Nebraska Trout in the Classroom Program, 
which helps students learn about water quality, life cycles, habitats and food 
webs. This program is critical for classrooms across the state as we see a shift in 
science education moving towards hands-on, experiential-based lessons.  
   
Starting each year in mid-January, each participating classroom receives 
approximately 150 rainbow trout eggs. Students then spend the next 14 weeks 
raising the trout while learning how water quality affects aquatic species, 
the role fish play in the ecosystem, and about Nebraska habitats. The school 
year ends with a field trip allowing students to release their fingerling trout 
into an approved location, go fishing and further their learning through 
macroinvertebrate testing. 
Thanks to a Nebraska Environmental Trust grant, the initial curriculum is 
being revised to incorporate new state educational standards and expand the 
program for second through 12th grade classrooms. Additionally, the Nebraska 
Trout Unlimited Chapter 710 provided funding for fish for students to dissect 
and a scholarship for newly participating schools to offset the cost of the tank 
set-up. 
School Year         Classrooms
2014-2015         18
2015-2016         39
2016-2017         61
2017-2018         74
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DIRECTOR’S CUP ARCHERY 
TOURNAMENT CELEBRATES THIRD 
YEAR
2018 was the third year for this exciting archery tournament that gives 
Nebraska’s top archers, as well as a growing number of newly developed 
archers, a chance to compete. The tournament uses a new “Lake of the Woods” 
format not seen before in Nebraska, followed by an exciting one-arrow shoot-off 
among division champions to determine who will walk away with the coveted 
Director’s Cup trophy.  Sixty-six competitors took part in the 2018 tournament, 
and Matt Carmin of Doniphan was the overall winner.
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STATE PARKS
alf a decade ago, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
began to imagine what Nebraska’s state park system could 
be. Nebraska’s state parks have long provided places to 
camp, fish and enjoy nature. But what if they also fostered 
excitement about the outdoors? What if they offered unique 
activities not found elsewhere in Nebraska? What if they offered 
experiences far beyond what most people think of when they hear 
the words “state parks”? 
After years of discussions, planning and fundraising, new features 
came to four of Nebraska’s state parks – Platte River State Park, 
Eugene T. Mahoney State Park, Schramm State Recreation Area and 
Louisville State Recreation Area – in 2018. Known as Nebraska’s 
Venture Parks, these four areas feature amenities such as a treetop 
ropes course, luxurious glamping cabins, a floating playground, a 
state-of-the-art climbing wall and much more that provide guests 
with unique, unforgettable experiences against the backdrop of 
Nebraska’s beautiful outdoors. Venture Parks are also unique in that 
they are funded largely through private donations from individuals 
and organizations who value outdoor recreation and access for all. 
New Venture Parks features are explained in more detail later on in 
this section. 
Parks maintenance and other revitalization efforts took place 
throughout the state in 2018, with dozens of projects completed, 
including the addition of new restrooms and shower houses, 
improvements to cabins, enhanced camping facilities, replacement 
of aging septic systems and other infrastructure and much more. 
These important and much-needed upgrades, too, are explained in 
more detail later in this section. 
In short 2018 was a big year for Nebraska’s state parks – one of 
planning for the future and making sure our parks system is vibrant, 
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In response to a demand for unique experiences 
and enhanced camping opportunities, the Nebraska 
Game and Parks Commission has been expanding 
activities and amenities at four popular state parks 
and recreation areas along the Platte River – Eugene 
T. Mahoney State Park, Platte River State Park, 
Schramm Park State Recreation Area and Louisville 
State Recreation Area. Known collectively as 
“Venture Parks,” these four parks will provide new 
outdoor experiences, educational opportunities 
and the chance for families to create memories and 
new traditions. Venture Parks is a public-private 
partnership and is funded largely by generous 
donors. 
Much progress was made on Venture Parks in 2018, 
with several major features opening to public use. 
Features that were completed or initiated in 2018 
include: 
Eugene T. Mahoney State Park
•  Treetop ropes course run by Go Ape adventures 
featuring suspended obstacles and six ziplines; 
•  42-foot indoor rock climbing wall and bouldering 
structure added to the popular activity center;
•  New sledding area added to complement the 
popular ice skating rink.
NEW VENTURE PARKS FEATURES CREATE 
EXCITEMENT
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Louisville State Recreation Area
•  Floating playground obstacle course launched 
on lake #2, expanding water based recreation 
opportunities;
•  Canoe, kayak and water cycle rentals;
•  Platte River access for air boaters, kayakers and 
canoers.
Schramm Park State Recreation Area
•  New Platte River access for kayakers and 
canoers;
•  Continued progress on the new Schramm 
Education Center, which will feature aquatic 
and terrestrial exhibits, interpretation and 
educational programming, as well as a multi-use 
classroom.
Platte River State Park
•  Three uniquely designed, modern, year-round 
“glamping” cabins;
•  Canoe/kayak launch site on Decker Creek;
•  A split-level spray park with waterslide, multiple 
spray features and birthday pavilion;
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LEASE RENEWAL WILL ALLOW PUBLIC 
TO CONTINUE TO ENJOY SMITH FALLS 
STATE PARK
In 2018, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission negotiated the lease 
renewal for 200 acres at Smith Falls State Park. The original agreement with the 
Krzyzanowski family in 1992 was the key to establishing the 250-acre state park, 
which draws visitors from all over the world to this unique and beautiful landscape. 
Since the original agreement was signed, Smith Falls State Park has developed into a 
popular camping destination and continues to be a primary stopping point for tubers, 
canoers and kayakers on the Niobrara River. The new agreement will ensure public 
access to this iconic natural attraction and allow for new development within the 
property, through December of 2043.
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CAPITAL MAINTENANCE PROJECTS 
HELP MAINTAIN A PREMIER PARK 
SYSTEM 
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission works continually to ensure 
that our state park system remains vibrant and well maintained. Park 
visitors expect safe, clean park facilities and landscapes. Therefore, the 
continued success of the park system is dependent upon both consistent 
maintenance of park buildings and infrastructure, as well proper funding 
for maintenance projects. 
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission approved user fee increases 
for implementation in 2019 in order to invest in routine park maintenance 
projects, as well as to upgrade campgrounds and other facilities. Projects 
underway or completed in 2018 include:
•  Upgraded electrical service in campgrounds statewide.
•  Replacement of restroom and shower facilities with new concrete, 
storm rated shower/latrines statewide.
•  New sanitary sewer systems at Ponca State Park, Rock Creek and Lake 
McConaughy SRAs.
•  New water systems at Indian Cave State Park, as well as Memphis, 
Enders, Long Pine and Fort Kearny SRAs. 
•  Replacement of outdated cabins with new energy-efficient, modern 
cabins at Ponca State Park; upgrading of cabins at Fort Robinson and 
Chadron state parks. 
•  New roofs, windows, sidewalks and furnishings within park rental 
facilities and activity buildings statewide.
•  Repair of boat ramps, boat docks and fish cleaning facilities statewide.
•  Replacement of campground picnic tables, fire rings and grills 
statewide.
•  Upgrading of communications and IT infrastructure statewide.
DESIGN CHARRETTES – A 
COLLABORATIVE TOOL TO PLAN 
TOMORROW’S PARKS
A design charrette is a multi-day, interactive planning session in which 
stakeholders, designers and others collaborate on a vision for a place. 
Design charrettes provide a forum for ideas, offer immediate feedback 
to the designers, allow changes to be made quickly and cooperatively, 
and allow everyone who participates to be a joint author of a finished 
conceptual idea.
In 2018, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission held design 
charrettes at Ponca and Indian Cave state parks and at Fort Kearny State 
Recreation Area. Each charrette culminated with an open house where 
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STATE PARKS OFFER EXPANDED 
ACTIVITIES AND EDUCATION
High public turnout for park events and educational programs in recent 
years show that Nebraska’s state parks serve as nature’s classroom. Parks 
allow families, as well as school and youth groups, a place to participate 
in the outdoors, learn about the natural world and create traditions and 
memories. 
Park events and other programs that allow the public to interact with 
nature serve another critical function: They help create an engaged 
citizenry that understands the natural world and that appreciates the 
outdoors and outdoor recreation. Educating the public about the value 
and importance of nature will ultimately lead to a new generation of 
advocates for conservation of our natural resources. 
To meet growing demand for interpretive programming and fun family 
activities, Nebraska’s state parks have added more and more events in 
recent years. In 2018, these events included First Day Hikes at parks 
across Nebraska; stargazing parties at Merritt Reservoir SRA and Indian 
Cave State Park; a music festival at Fremont Lakes SRA; bald eagle 
viewing at Lake Ogallala SRA; art shows at Eugene T. Mahoney and 
Platte River state parks; living history events at Fort Kearny and Rock 
Creek Station state historical parks; a special U.S. Air Force flyover at 
Fort Atkinson SHP; and programs about nature and the natural world 
conducted by naturalists at parks throughout the state.  
Independence Day, Halloween, Christmas and other holidays offered 
dozens of events, many with record turnout. Some of these grew out of 
events initially started by park visitors that over time grew into formal 
events co-hosted by the parks. These events demonstrate the strong 
relationship our parks enjoy with the public.
PROGRESS MADE ON 
IMPROVEMENTS CALLED FOR 
IN LAKE MCCONAUGHY/LAKE 
OGALLALA MASTER PLAN 
In 2016, Nebraska Game and Parks approved a 20-year master plan for 
the Lake McConaughy and Lake Ogallala state recreation areas in order 
to provide additional protection of threatened and endangered species; 
manage the lakes’ numerous access points; and better serve and control 
the areas’ nearly two million annual visitors. In 2018, nearly $2 million 
was invested to further the plan.  Projects included upgrading campsites 
at Lone Eagle Campground, parking improvements at the North Shore 
walk-in access area, and the addition of 400 new picnic tables and fire 
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WILDLIFE
ebraska’s land-base is over 97 percent 
privately owned, and increasing access 
to private lands is one of the agency’s 
primary objectives. 
The Open Fields and Waters (OFW) Program, 
which provides incentives to private landowners 
willing to allow walk-in hunting, trapping and/
or fishing, is the agency’s primary mechanism 
to increase public access, and 2018 was a 
banner year for the program. During the 2018-
19 hunting seasons, more than 317,000 acres 
of private lands – an all-time record and a 23 
percent increase over the 2017-18 seasons – were 
enrolled in OFW. 
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
is grateful to the landowners across the state 
who open their land to hunting, fishing and 
trapping; conserve habitat; and implement land 
management practices that benefit fish and 
wildlife. 
The growth of OFW enrollment during 
2018 was strategic. Recruiting, retaining and 
reactivating hunters and anglers – known in the 
conservation world as R3 – was a topic of much 
conversation throughout the agency in 2018. 
We even hosted a national conference on R3. 
Making sure beginning hunters and anglers have 
accessible places to hunt with good habitat and 
good opportunity is central to all R3 efforts. 
Many efforts in 2018 sought to provide new 
opportunities for hunters, better habitat for 
wildlife or, in many cases, both. This section 
contains notable achievements in hunter 
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NEBRASKA UPLAND SLAM OFFERS 
NEW CHALLENGE FOR UPLAND BIRD 
HUNTERS
In 2018, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission, along with Pheasants Forever/
Quail Forever, introduced an exciting new challenge for upland bird hunters – the 
Nebraska Upland Slam. The Nebraska Upland Slam challenges hunters to harvest a 
sharp-tailed grouse, a greater prairie-chicken, a ring-necked pheasant and a northern 
bobwhite. Hunters enter each harvest via an app (available at OutdoorNebraska.org/
UplandSlam). Those who successfully complete the Upland Slam receive a certificate 
and pin, are recognized online and in Nebraskaland Magazine, and are entered into a 
drawing to win one of several prizes sponsored by Pheasants Forever/Quail Forever. 
The Nebraska Upland Slam was implemented to improve upland game hunter 
recruitment/retention and to showcase Nebraska’s excellent mixed-bag hunting 
opportunities. The Upland Slam also highlights the length of Nebraska’s upland 
game seasons and promotes hunting in different regions of the state. 
More than 250 hunters from 14 different states participated in the Nebraska 
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PROGRESS MADE TOWARD BERGGREN 
PLAN HABITAT GOALS 
Nebraska’s Berggren Plan – a five-year initiative aimed at improving the pheasant 
hunting experience in the state of Nebraska – is now in its third year, and Game and 
Parks is well on its way to meeting many of the goals laid out in the plan. 
Improving habitat for upland gamebirds is one primary objective. As of late 
November 2018, staff had conducted habitat restoration or enhancement work on 
more than 20,000 acres within priority areas. Much of this work (approximately 
13,500 acres) included the establishment and management of Conservation Reserve 
Program (CRP) tracts. Additionally, management of existing grasslands included tree 
removal on about 600 acres, and the use of prescribed fire on more than 5,000 acres. 
Many other acres of upland bird habitat across the state were improved through 
partnerships with Pheasants Forever, the Natural Resource Conservation Service, 
and several Game and Parks programs including the Nebraska Natural Legacy 
Project and the Wetland Improvement Program. The Berggren Plan, along with other 
conservation programs and the Open Fields and Waters Program, is providing great 
habitat for upland gamebirds, flexible and profitable options for landowners, and 
great upland game hunting opportunities for our hunters. 
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MORE THAN 600 ACRES ADDED 
TO NEBRASKA WILDLIFE 
MANAGEMENT AREAS 
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission manages nearly 
190,000 acres of Wildlife Management Areas (WMAs). This land, 
which is open to the public, represents less than 0.4 percent of the 
landmass in Nebraska. The commission makes annual in-lieu-of-tax 
payments to the counties in which WMAs are located. In 2018, 151 
acres were added to existing WMAs:
•  Eighty acres were added to the 1,600-acre Jack Sinn WMA in 
Lancaster County. The new acres include Category 3 wetlands, 
which are an important habitat of many saline wetland species 
including the Salt Creek tiger beetle. The added land also 
provides important habitat for migrating birds, along with 
habitat for deer and pheasants.
•  71 acres added to the Ponderosa WMA, which will put this area 
known for bighorn sheep, deer and turkey at more than 4,000 
acres.
Additionally, two new WMAs totaling 467 acres were donated 
through the Nebraska Game and Parks Foundation:
•  Thomas C. Matter WMA in Richardson County was a donation 
of 147 acres of deer and turkey habitat that consists of well-
managed oak and hickory woodlands.
•  The Alcon C. Haring Memorial Wildlife Management Area was 
a donation of 320 acres in Franklin County.  This area is entirely 
native mixed-grass prairie that has never been farmed or broken. 
The area should make excellent habitat for prairie chickens and 
other upland birds, as well as nongame grassland nesting birds.
HABITAT SHARE PROGRAM 
IMPROVES HABITATS ON WMAS
The Nebraska Game and Parks Habitat Share Program aims to restore 
and enhance wildlife habitat on WMAs by removal of invasive species and 
restoration of native vegetation to maintain or enhance existing cover. Hunters 
fund this program through their purchase of habitat stamps, and the program 
also receives Pittman-Robertson funds. 
In 2018, habitat restoration and enhancement work was completed on 4,995 
acres on 74 WMAs through the Habitat Share program. Management activities 
included:
•  Herbaceous seedings to improve the interspersion of cover types and, more 
specifically, to control erosion and provide nesting, feeding, perching, and 
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•  Tree clearing/openings are required to remove woody invasive species 
from grasslands and other habitats. Clearing in timber areas will provide 
additional woody edge, increase the degree of interspersion, and establish 
or retain certain stages of plant succession.  Additionally, removing invasive 
species allows for more grassland nesting, roosting, and feeding sites for 
upland game birds and big game species.  
•  Vegetation control to establish or retain certain preferred stages of plant 
succession and diversity and to comply with Nebraska’s noxious weed laws. 
A high diversity of vegetation provides the appropriate micro-structure for 
invertebrates, which are crucial to the growth and development of upland 
game birds and turkeys. Vegetation control also helps minimize the hazards 
of wildfire on some sites through limiting the accumulation of vegetative 
fuel.
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MOUNTAIN LION SEASON APPROVED 
During its June 2018 meeting, the Commission approved Nebraska’s 
second harvest season for mountain lions. Commission biologists made the 
recommendation to hold a second season after determining the mountain lion 
population in the Pine Ridge would be resilient to harvest. Population estimates for 
the Pine Ridge increased from 22 in 2014 – when the inaugural season was held – to 
59 during the most recent genetic survey in 2017.  
The season is slated to take place from Jan. 1, to Feb. 28, 2019, with the objective 
of allowing the population to remain resilient and healthy, while halting growth 
or moderately reducing the population size. Up to eight mountain lions will be 
harvested.
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POTENTIAL NEW STATE RECORD 
ELK HARVESTED 
Trophy-sized elk aren’t the goal of the Nebraska’s elk management 
philosophy, but good-sized animals are an indicator of herd health and of 
the remarkable success of elk reestablishment to some of their historic 
native range. 
In 2018, 4,272 hunters applied for 350 total permits, setting all-time 
marks for both. Of the 350 total permits awarded, 119 allowed the 
harvest of a bull. One bull, a non-typical 9x9, should rank near the top of 
Nebraska’s all-time charts once it is officially scored. Regardless of rank, 
it will mark the third straight year that a bull in Nebraska has topped the 
400-inch mark.
COMMISSION BEGINS THE 
PROCESS OF UPDATING 
NEBRASKA THREATENED AND 
ENDANGERED SPECIES LIST 
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission has the statutory 
responsibility of administering Nebraska’s Nongame and Endangered 
Species Conservation Act. One of the Commission’s duties under the 
Act is to determine which species are endangered or threatened in the 
state. Revisions to the list of endangered and threatened species were 
last completed in 2000, and since then we have gained new information 
regarding the abundance, distribution, and imperilment status of the 
state’s rare species. 
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission is proposing the addition 
of two species to Nebraska’s endangered list: Sicklefin Chub and Western 
Silvery Minnow. Game and Parks recommends that four species be added 
to our state threatened list: McCown’s Longspur, Timber Rattlesnake, 
Flathead Chub, and Plains Minnow. Additionally, Game and Parks 
proposes removal of the North American River Otter from Nebraska’s 
threatened list following successful reintroduction and conservation 
efforts for that species over the last 15 years.
In 2018, hearings were held in Valentine, Ogallala and Kearney to 
gather public testimony on the proposed listing actions. More hearings 
are planned in other districts during 2019. Detailed information for each 
species, including peer-reviewed listing proposals, response to peer 
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RESEARCH STUDIES EFFECTS OF 
VARYING CARP POPULATIONS ON 
WETLANDS
In 2018 the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission initiated a 3-year EPA-funded 
project to examine effects of invasive common carp on Nebraska’s Sandhills 
lakes and wetlands by relating carp abundance to assessments of water quality, 
vegetation, and fish and bird communities. The study examines effects of lake 
renovation (carp removal) and varying levels of carp abundance on wetlands and 
their biotic communities. 
From March to November 2018, Game and Parks staff conducted fieldwork, 
including surveys of migratory and breeding birds, fish, water quality, and 
vegetation, on 24 lakes and wetlands. Additional research included weekly avian 
point count surveys to assess waterfowl and shorebird usage during spring and fall 
migration, as well as summer call-broadcast surveys for breeding birds to quantify 
breeding activity and detect secretive marsh birds (American and least bitterns, 
Virginia and sora rails).  Populations of carp and other fish species were estimated 
in each lake through gill-netting and electroshock surveys. Surveys will continue in 
2019 and 2020.
NEW RESEARCH AIMS TO SHED LIGHT 
ON DECLINING MULE DEER NUMBERS
In 2018, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission and the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln began a multi-year study aiming to address the concerns of 
mule deer populations in Southwest Nebraska.  Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) 
populations throughout the western states have been declining since the 1990s, 
causing concern for many state wildlife agencies.  
In Nebraska, declining harvest trends, challenges associated with hunting 
permit allocations, and inquiries from the public regarding declining numbers have 
underscored the need to look into this issue further.  Geographic areas of concern 
include southwest, northwest and central Nebraska.  
Through this study, the 
Commission hopes to assess the 
factors contributing to these 
declines, primarily focusing on 
cause-specific mortality and 
habitat use. This year, UNL 
researchers successfully placed 
radio collars on 59 adult mule deer 
does and 91 fawns. Next year, 
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In 2015, Nebraska Game and Parks initiated a 
program aimed at improving habitat for greater 
prairie chicken and sharp-tail grouse. This program 
provides incentives to landowners for eastern red 
cedar removal, grazing management and prescribed 
fire across the eastern Sandhills and several of our 
Biologically Unique Landscapes identified within the 
Nebraska Natural Legacy Project.  
Working with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Sandhills Task Force, Pheasants Forever, the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service, private landowners 
and other partners, our staff has successfully 
implemented cedar removal on tens of thousands 
of acres. Red cedar removal has occurred on large 
blocks of land across multiple ownerships, treating 
at a landscape scale – which is essential to achieve 
the goals of the projects. 
PROGRESS MADE IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CEDARS
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FISHERIES
ishing is a way for families to spend time 
together, a way to unwind, a reason to visit 
one of Nebraska’s beautiful lakes, rivers or 
streams. It’s also one of the most popular forms 
of outdoor recreation in the state. In 2018, Game and 
Parks sold nearly 200,000 fishing permits. 
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission strives 
to maintain good populations of a wide variety of fish 
for anglers, while keeping the lakes, reservoirs, rivers 
and streams healthy and vibrant. The commission 
maintains and upgrades lakes and reservoirs, 
maintains features like fishing piers and stocks 
various sport fish species.
In 2018, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
held a series of public meetings in which they 
sought input from the public on Nebraska’s fishing 
opportunities and how they could be improved. The 
fisheries division will use this information, along with 
information from surveys, to develop a master plan in 
2019. 
Notable projects related to fishing and fisheries 



















































































































NEW NEBRASKA TROUT 
SLAM CHALLENGES 
ANGLERS
The Nebraska Trout Slam promotion kicked off 
in February of 2018. Within a week an angler had 
completed the slam by catching all four species of 
Nebraska trout: brook, brown, cutthroat and rainbow. 
The angler caught the brook and cutthroat trout in 
Soldier Creek and the brown and rainbow trout in 
Ninemile Creek. So far, more than 80 anglers have 
participated in the Trout Slam challenge by entering 
more than 150 fish. Brook trout and cutthroat trout 
have been the most challenging to catch with 20 
or less of each of those species entered; more than 
70 rainbow trout have been entered. We have had 
eight anglers complete the Trout Slam, including two 
husbands and wives. One angler has completed the 
Slam twice!
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COOL WATER STREAM PROJECTS
BENEFIT FISH AND WILDLIFE
Nebraska’s cool water streams are found primarily in north central and northwestern 
Nebraska. They are characterized by their water temperatures, which influence stream 
productivity, habitat, water quality, and dispersion of aquatic organisms.  Since 2015, the 
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission has utilized nearly 80 temperature loggers across 35 
streams to monitor the health of these ecosystems while learning more about their spatial and 
temporal variances.
In 2016, Game and Parks completed its first cool water stream management plan. Since then, 
staff have worked with the Bureau of Reclamation on enhancement of pool habitats for Plains 
Topminnow (Nebraska Natural Legacy Project Tier 1 species) along Dry Creek in Loup County. 
Game and Parks has completed the installation of in-stream structures on Long Pine Creek 
where it passes through Pine Glen WMA in Brown County to improve habitat for two species of 
trout. Eastern red cedar removal is underway along a 3-mile stretch of the Snake River in Cherry 
County. This project included fencing and alternative water sources to keep livestock out of the 
riparian area allowing for native grasses to reestablish and reduce soil erosion into the stream.  
A stretch of Gordon Creek in Cherry County that had previously been straightened was returned 
to its natural stream bed, which improved wildlife habitat and hay production of adjacent 
meadows by restoring historic groundwater levels. Additional plans are underway on other cool 
water streams in Nebraska.





























































































FLANAGAN AND DUCK LAKES NOW 
OPEN TO PUBLIC
Two new reservoirs opened in 2018. Working with the Papio-Missouri and 
Nemaha Natural Resource Districts, critical fish habitat, boating and angler access 
infrastructure were included in both the design and construction of two new 
reservoirs, Flanagan Lake in Omaha and Duck Creek Lake near Peru. Additionally, 
the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission is involved in a number of additional new 
reservoirs planned for the Omaha area.
NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY MAKES 
ROOM FOR MUSSELS 
A new building was constructed at the North Platte Hatchery to facilitate 
propagating and raising freshwater mussels and other aquatic species of concern. 
This will allow the agency to augment and re-establish these species in areas where 
they have been historically established. Efforts like this may prevent additional 
species from being listed as threatened or endangered in the future. The building and 
equipment was funded through a State Wildlife Grant and a Nebraska Environmental 
Trust grant.
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NEW DOCKS AND ACCESSIBLE 
FISHING STRUCTURES
Fisheries is in the final stages of completing the Boat Launch 
Facilities Deferred Maintenance project. This four-year effort 
included an initial assessment of facility conditions, and then 
repairs or enhancements to more than 100 waters across the state, 
including the purchase of 16 new boating courtesy docks this fall.
MORE THAN 50 MILLION FISH 
STOCKED IN 2018
Game and Parks’ five fish hatcheries produced and stocked 
approximately 50.2 million fish (20 species and their hybrids) into 
259 public bodies of water. Among them:
•  more than 38 million walleye
•  138,050 largemouth bass
•  683,576 yellow perch
•  257,386 rainbow trout
•  177,294 channel catfish
•  131,959 sauger fingerlings
STOCKING FISH 
HYBRIDS
The use of fish hybrids in Nebraska offers 
the potential for faster growth and a better fit 
in a particular water quality environment. The 
saugeye hybrid (sauger/walleye) seems to work 
well in more turbid waters. In 2018, stockings 
included 3,439,000 fry, 208,566 fingerlings and 
14,922 eight-inch advanced fingerlings. Bluegill/
green sunfish hybrids are being produced for 
smaller, urban water bodies. This fish has a 
high catchability and works well in city ponds 
for kids and Family Fishing Events. 2018 was a 
good year for fingerling production and 29,410 
extra fingerlings were stocked into nine urban 
lakes, which showed potential for growing them 
further. Another 8,285 sunfish hybrids also were 
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AQUATIC HABITAT PROJECTS 
COMPLETED
Major aquatic habitat projects were completed at Conestoga Reservoir, Crystal 
Lake and Kirkpatrick Memorial Park Lake. Large-scale rehabilitation of boating and 
angler access were completed at 17 locations, and work continues on habitat and 
access improvements at another 16 locations.
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AQUATIC INVASIVE SPECIES UPDATE
Glenn Cunningham was the only new lake that tested positive for veliger, but 
adult zebra mussels also were detected this year. The lake was drained in the late 
fall to eliminate the zebra mussels by exposing them to the elements and allowing 
them to freeze. Lewis and Clark Lake, Lake Yankton, the Missouri River downstream 
from Gavins Point Dam and Offutt Base Lake all have established populations 
of zebra mussels. There are two suspect lakes, Carter and Zorinsky, which tested 
positive for veliger in May of 2017, however no adult mussels have been found. 
If no positive samples are detected in 2019 and 2020 on these lakes they will be 
considered clean.
CARP REMOVAL BEGINS ON 
VALENTINE REFUGE, OTHER 
SANDHILLS LAKES
Game and Parks began an aggressive effort to remove common carp from the 
Valentine National Wildlife Refuge and the Sandhills following a major aquatic 
habitat project on the nine public fishing lakes. Fish renovations were conducted 
at Pelican, School and Whitewater lakes in 2018, and will continue through 2021 
in partnership with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sandhills Task Force and 
Natural Resources Conservation Service. Pelican Lake was stocked with 142,215 























































































































































































































he Law Enforcement Division of the Nebraska Game and 
Parks Commission is charged with the enforcement of 
statutes relating primarily to the Game Law, State Boat Act, 
and State Park Act, and the enforcement of rules, regulations 
and orders promulgated by the Commission. As state peace officers, 
conservation officers also enforce general criminal laws, assist with 
emergencies, natural disasters and numerous search and rescue 
operations annually. The division also assumes the lead role for 
agency Homeland Security and Civil Defense coordination and 
planning and represents the agency in those forums.
Law enforcement officers are challenged to address a broad range 
of interests by a widely diverse group of constituents. Each of 
Nebraska’s 59 conservation officers covers an area of about 1,700 
square miles. The largest patrol area encompasses an area larger 
than the states of Connecticut and Rhode Island combined, while 
the smallest area has more than a half million people.  
This section includes more information about the duties and 
responsibilities of Nebraska’s conservation officers.
T
EXAMPLE OF BROAD GROUPS 
OF CONSTITUENTS
Most people immediately think of anglers, hunters, and park users 
as the majority of these constituents. However, within each of these 
groups there are many other interests, including:
• falconry activities
• game farms
• commercial fish dealers and commercial fishing





• hikers and bicyclists
• horseback riders
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OFFICERS ASSIST OTHER AGENCIES
Conservation officers encounter and address many other types of illegal 
activity such as drugs, thefts, trespassing, assaults, etc. They also respond to any 
emergency situation in the communities where they live – floods, tornadoes, fires, 
missing persons and major crime occurrences, among others. They are frequently 
called upon by other law enforcement agencies to provide assistance and backup 
particularly in the more rural areas of the State where law enforcement resources 
are often very limited. In 2018, officers assisted:
•  other law enforcement agencies in recovering the body of a drowning victim on 
the Missouri River
•  motorists stranded in a blizzard on Interstate 80 west of Ogallala by using their 
patrol vehicles to transfer them to a safe location
•  the take-down of a marijuana grow operation in southeast Nebraska
•  the Omaha Police Department in searching for a murder victim near 
Plattsmouth
•  the Nebraska State Patrol with manhunt for a felon in the North Platte area
•  in a response to a thunderstorm at Lake McConaughy, where power lines were 
downed, individuals were injured or missing, and a fatality was reported.
FISH, WILDLIFE AND EDUCATION  
RESPONSIBILITIES
Among the Law Enforcement Division’s responsibilities is support for agency 
and statutorily mandated educational and informational programs like hunter and 
boater education, civic organization informational programs, and various school 
programs. Each year, the division presents more than 1,000 education programs, 
sponsors mentored youth hunts, and supports the Cornhusker Trap Shoot, Youth 
Skills Camps and Outdoor Discovery Programs. The division often is tasked with 
assisting other agency divisions with non-enforcement projects and programs, 
including:
•  fish and wildlife survey work
•  fish kill investigations and wildlife damage complaints
•  issuing fur buyer permits
•  wildlife management and park area maintenance issues
•  coordination with and permitting of wildlife rehabilitation organizations
WHO MEETS A CONSERVATION 
OFFICER?
A 10-year average shows that a single conservation officer will contact 1,065 
fishermen, 545 hunters, 28 fur harvesters, 2,606 park patrons, 528 boaters, and 
another 2,311 miscellaneous individuals, as well as give 30 community-based 
programs each year. 
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NEBRASKA WILDLIFE CRIMESTOPPERS 
UPDATE
Nebraska Wildlife Crimestoppers is a cooperative wildlife enforcement program 
sponsored by the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission and the Nebraska Wildlife 
Protectors Association (NWPA). It offers rewards for information resulting in 
arrests for game law violations. This program allows sportspersons to report 
violations anonymously and give needed information on wildlife crimes. To date, 
1,679 investigations have been initiated, resulting in 1,046 arrests and seizure of 
hundreds of protected species with more than $81,800 in rewards being paid. The 
program is promoted through the Nebraska Wildlife Crimestoppers Stop Poaching 
Trailer, which travels to events across the state. The Crimestoppers hotline is 
1-800-742-7627.
DID YOU KNOW?
The top two citations issued by conservation officers from 1997 through 2017 
were failure to purchase a park entry permit, and hunting, fishing or fur harvesting 
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he Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
is predominately funded by user pay, which 
includes revenue from the sale of hunting 
and fishing stamps and permits, sale of 
state park entry permits, and fees for camping, 
lodging and activities in Nebraska’s state parks and 
recreation areas. In 2018, approximately 89 percent 
of agency revenues were generated through user 
pay and federal reimbursement, and approximately 
11 percent came from the State General Fund.
Aside from the General Fund, 16 specific funds 
have been established for agency use. All funds 
are subject to budgetary authority provided by the 
legislature and the governor. These funds include: 
Game Cash Fund, Park Cash Fund, Habitat Cash 
Fund, Federal Funds, Fort Atkinson National 
Park Service Federal Fund, Nebraska Outdoor 
Recreational Development Act (NORDA) Fund, 
Recreational Trails Federal Fund, Aquatic Habitat 
Fund, Wildlife Conservation Fund, Game Law 
Investigation Fund, Cowboy Trail Fund, Wildlife 
Education Fund, Hunters Helping the Hungry 
Fund, Nebraska Snowmobile Trail Fund, State Park 
Improvement and Maintenance Fund, and Game 
and Parks Capital Maintenance Fund. Many of these 
funds are restricted, meaning that their revenues 
may only be spent for uses designated under state 
law and may not be transferred to the general fund. 
The agency’s major funds, their revenue sources 
and what they are used for are described in greater 
detail below:
General Fund is supported by money collected 








2018 Calendar Year Revenue Sources
(total = $93.7 million)
2018 Calendar Year Expenditures
(total = $97.6 million)
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with the State Treasurer and appropriated by the 
Legislature. General Fund money is appropriated to 
the Commission for those operating activities that 
are not self-supporting (primarily operations of the 
state park system and nongame and endangered 
species activities); administrative activities that are 
general in nature, applicable to the entire agency 
and difficult to prorate among the various other 
funding sources; and activities that extend beyond 
the statutory use of the various cash funds.
Game Cash Fund derives its revenues from user 
fees for various resident and non-resident permits 
related to game, including big game (antelope, big 
horn sheep, deer, elk, turkey) permits, hunting 
permits, fishing permits, and lifetime permits. This 
fund is the agency’s largest source of funding and 
is the primary funding source for fish and wildlife 
activities. This fund is restricted to funding only 
those activities which are related to the support of 
fish and game, the provision of boating facilities, 
administration and enforcement of the State Boat 
Act, production of publications, administration, 
construction, operation and maintenance of 
fish hatcheries and for the distribution of fish. 
Transfers from this fund to the General Fund are not 
authorized under existing law.
Park Cash Fund is the agency’s second largest 
source of funding. Revenues in this fund are derived 
from user fees for park entry permit, lodging, 
camping, activities, equipment rentals and facility 
use rentals. The Park Cash Fund is dedicated to the 
administration, improvement, maintenance and 
operation of the state park system comprised of 







Federal and State Grant 
Reimbursements
















Planning, Engineering and Construction $3.4 M (3%)
Concessions and Admissions $2.5 M (3%)Venture Park Donations $2.3 M (2%)
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parks. Transfers from this fund to the General Fund 
are not authorized under existing law.
Habitat Cash Funds are generated through user 
fees from habitat and migratory waterfowl stamps. 
They are supported primarily from the sale of 
the stamps tied to hunting and fishing activities, 
respectively.
Wildlife Conservation Fund receives money via 
a state income tax checkoff program and from gifts 
and donations. The Wildlife Conservation Fund can 
only be used to pay for collection costs and to carry 
out the provisions of the Nongame and Endangered 
Species Conservation Act. Transfers from this 
fund to the General Fund are not authorized under 
existing law.
Wildlife Education Fund receives a portion of the 
money from issuance and renewal of the Mountain 
Lion Conservation Plates. This fund supports youth 
education programs relating to wildlife conservation 
practices. Transfers from this fund to the General 
Fund are not authorized under existing law.
Federal Grants are the agency’s third largest 
“cash” funding sources. They include reimbursable 
and direct grants. Federal grant awards are 
received from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Environmental Protection Agency, National Park 
Service, Bureau of Reclamation, and other Federal 
agencies. The awards define what the funding is to 
be used for and are typically reimbursable awards. 
Grant monies may reimburse a cash fund or be spent 
as direct federal funding.
Nebraska Outdoor Recreational Development 
Act (NORDA) Fund is restricted to the 
development, operation and maintenance of areas 
of the state park system. The primary source of 
revenue is the Nebraska Tobacco Products Tax. 
The portion of the tax earmarked for NORDA is the 
equivalent of one cent on a conventional package of 
cigarettes. This fund is critical to the development 
and maintenance of the state park buildings and 
amenities infrastructure.
 
Game and Parks Capital Maintenance Fund is 
to be used to build, repair, rehabilitate, modify, or 
improve any infrastructure within the statutory 
authority and administration of the Commission. 
Revenues in this fund are derived from sales taxes 
on non-farm ATVs and motorboats. A fund transfer 
in the amount of $4.5 million from the Capital 
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HOW WE ARE FUNDED
Revenue Sources




• Park Entry Permits
• Food Services
•  Concessions and
 Admissions
• Habitat Stamps
• Aquatic Habitat Stamps
• Waterfowl Stamps

























Game Fund Parks Fund General Fund Habitat Fund(s)
Major Divisions
The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission is predominately funded by user pay, 
which includes revenue from the sale of hunting and fi shing stamps and permits, 
sale of state park entry permits, and fees for camping, lodging and activities in 
Nebraska’s state parks and recreation areas. In 2018, approximately 89 percent 
of agency revenues were generated through user pay and federal reimbursement, 
and approximately 11 percent came from the State General Fund. Revenues 
from permit sales, federal grants and other sources are placed into several funds, 
including Game Cash Fund, Park Cash Fund, General Fund and Habitat Fund. 
Money in these funds is then used to pay for specifi c programs, as illustrated in the 
diagram below:
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MAJOR EXPENDITURE DETAILS
Parks
Includes management and operations of state parks, state 
recreation areas, state historical parks and state recreation trails.
Funding sources:
Park Cash Fund ........................................................ 74%
General Fund ............................................................ 25%
Direct Federal ............................................................ .1%
NORDA ..................................................................... <1%
Wildlife Education Fund ......................................... <1%
Wildlife
Includes management and operations of wildlife management areas, 
private lands habitat work, game and nongame species activities.
Funding sources:
Direct Federal ........................................................... 33%
Habitat Fund ............................................................ 32%
Game Cash Fund ...................................................... 30%
General Fund .............................................................. 3%
Wildlife Conservation Fund ...................................... 2%
Hunters Helping the Hungry Fund ......................... <1%
Wildlife Education Fund ......................................... <1%
Capital Construction
Includes capital construction in the state park system, wildlife 
management areas (WMA), state fish hatcheries, aquatic habitat, 
motorboat access developments, and acquisition of lands for WMA or 
park purposes, and grant pass-through for community trails and Land 
and Water Conservation Fund projects.
Funding sources:
Park Cash Fund ........................................................ 45%
Direct Federal ........................................................... 15%
Aquatic Habitat Fund .............................................. 14%
S tate Park Improvement
and Maintenance Fund ......................................... 13%
Capital Maintenance Fund ...................................... 10% 
NORDA ....................................................................... 3%
Habitat Fund ............................................................ <1%
Game Cash Fund ...................................................... <1%
Cowboy Trail Fund .................................................. <1% 
Fisheries
Includes management and operations of state fish hatcheries, 
fisheries education and outreach, public and private waters resource 
management.
Funding sources: 
Game Cash Fund ...................................................... 77%
Direct Federal ........................................................... 21%
Aquatic Habitat Fund ................................................ 2%
General Fund ............................................................ <1%
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Law Enforcement
Includes fish, wildlife, park and boating law enforcement, public educational 
programs associated with hunter education, boater education and outdoor 
recreation.
Funding sources:
Game Cash Fund ...................................................... 78%
General Fund ............................................................ 13%
Park Cash Fund .......................................................... 9%
Administration
Includes administrative activities associated with the director’s office, 
personnel, budget and fiscal, information technology, district offices, federal 
aid, board of commissioners, and credit card processing.
Funding sources:
Game Cash Fund ...................................................... 57%
Park Cash Fund ........................................................ 29%
General Fund ............................................................ 14%
Habitat Fund ............................................................ <1%
Aquatic Habitat Fund .............................................. <1%
Communications
Includes management and operations of Commission communications, 
including marketing, consumer research, outreach, events, digital 
communications, distribution of multimedia news releases, hunter education, 
and range development.
Funding sources:
Game Cash Fund ...................................................... 75%
Park Cash Fund ........................................................ 16%
Direct Federal ............................................................. 9%
Planning, Engineering and Construction
Includes operational activities associated with planning, environmental 
review, design, engineering and construction services.
Funding sources:
General Fund ............................................................ 60%
Park Cash Fund ........................................................ 15%
Game Cash Fund ........................................................ 9%
NORDA Fund .............................................................. 9%
Habitat Fund .............................................................. 4%
Direct Federal ............................................................. 3%
Cowboy Trail Cash Fund ......................................... <1%
Wildlife Conservation Fund .................................... <1%
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A CLOSER LOOK AT PERMITS
In review of the net change of permit sales from 2017 to 2018 the data indicates an 
overall decline in the sales of annual permits.  However, the three- and five-year permit 
sales increased as well as the Senior Hunt/Fish/Fur Combination.  Permit sales often 
fluctuate from year to year and there are many factors that may cause this. 
Fur Harvest Permits
The decrease in Fur Harvest Permits reflects the fact that they 
are included in the Veteran and Senior hunt/fish combo permits in 
addition to the low prices being paid for pelts. 
Hunt Permits
These permits represent small game and waterfowl hunters.  Part 
of decline may be recognized due to the shift to purchase three- and 
five-year permits as well as the senior permit.  Other factors may 
include the decline in the pheasant population.
Senior Hunt/Fish/Fur Combo
The rise in sales reflects an increase of aging Baby Boomer 
population.  The annual fee of $5 for hunting, fishing, and
fur-harvesting privileges, which also includes all stamps makes
this permit a prime permit for individuals 69 or older.  
Big Game Permits 
Big Game permits include deer, antelope, turkey and elk permits.  
2018 reflects the new draw process and the payment requirement 
at the time of purchase instead of at the time of application.  In 
addition, the weather may have played a factor in permit sales.  
Several crops were still standing in the field due to a wet fall and the 
state saw single-digit wind chills during the rifle season.  Several 
management units, such as the Pine Ridge, Blue Northwest and 
Wahoo had fewer permits available this year.
Fish and Park Entry Permits
Fish and Park entry permits are largely driven by the spring 
weather.  The first and third week in April was colder than normal 
and the state received several inches of snow.  The month of May 
brought several inches of rain and colder temperatures causing a 
decrease in both Fish and Park Entry Permits. 
Three- and Five-Year Permits 
The increase in the Resident and Nonresident Hunt/Fish/Combo Permits is likely due 
to the cost savings and convenience over the annual permit price.   A permit holder can 
save 20 to 25 percent by purchasing the three and five year permits.  
2018 Permits and Stamps Sold
FISHING
Resident annual fi shing 111,415 98,273 -12%
Resident 1-day fi shing 16,510 13,540 -18%
Resident 3-day fi shing 537 602 12%
Resident 3-year fi shing 1,628 1,736 7%
Resident 5-year fi shing 1,213 1,486 23%
Nonresident annual fi shing 7,182 6,801 -5%
Nonresident 1-day fi shing 22,980 20,294 -12%
Nonresident 3-day fi shing 7,790 7,384 -5%
Nonresident 3-year fi shing 47 58 23%
Nonresident 5-year fi shing 43 44 2%
HUNTING
Resident annual hunting 21,052 18,700 -11%
Resident 3-year hunting 271 291 7%
Resident 5-year hunting 101 147 46%
Nonresident annual hunting 11,187 10,780 -4%
Nonresident 2-day hunting 4,029 3,908 -3%
Nonresident youth hunting 678 636 -6%
Nonresident 3-year hunting 61 65 7%
Nonresident 5-year hunting 14 32 129%
COMBINATION
Resident annual hunting/fi shing 26,520 24,840 -6%
Resident 3-year hunting/fi shing 728 806 11%
Resident 5-year hunting/fi shing 406 551 36%
Resident hunting/fi shing, veteran 7,066 6,869 -3%
Resident hunting/fi shing, senior 13,667 14,781 8%
Nonresident annual hunting/fi shing 766 810 6%
Nonresident 3-year hunting/fi shing 25 18 -28%
Nonresident 5-year hunting/fi shing 10 9 -10%
OTHERS
Resident annual fur harvest 6,193 5,985 -3%
Lifetime hunting, fi shing, stamps 2,042 2,445 20%
Big game 186,420 180,139 -3%
Paddlefi sh 1,875 1,853 -1%
STAMPS
Aquatic stamp annual 154,210 138,710 -10%
Aquatic stamp 3-year 2,428 2,618 8%
Aquatic stamp 5-year 1,672 2,090 25%
Habitat stamp annual 113,486 108,849 -4%
Habitat stamp 3-year 1,085 1,180 9%
Habitat stamp 5-year 531 739 39%
Migratory waterfowl stamp annual 29,112 28,295 -3%
Migratory waterfowl stamp 3-year 853 912 7%
Migratory waterfowl stamp 5-year 397 531 34%
Total Game and Habitat 756,230 707,807 -6%
PARK
Annual park Nebraska vehicle 137,173 134,471 -2%
Daily park Nebraska vehicle 214,255 192,264 -10%
Duplicate park Nebraska vehicle 67,566 67,844 0%
Annual park non-Nebraska vehicle 9,485 9,801 3%
Daily park non-Nebraska vehicle 112,712 121,872 8%
Duplicate park non-Nebraska vehicle 3,342 3,412 2%
Total Park 544,533 529,664 -3%
Permit or Stamp 2017 2018 % Change
Total Permits and Stamps Sold 1,300,763 1,237,471 -5%



















This report represents the 
highlights of activities and 
events of the Nebraska Game 
and Parks Commission during 
the calendar year 2018. 
Complete division reports are 
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Bassett Service Center
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